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Online Research Pioneer Socratic Technologies Offers 
Professional Survey Tools to the Public

SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 4, 2016 /PRNewswire/ -- Online research pioneer Socratic Technologies, Inc. 

has announced that after 22 years of utilizing its proprietary online survey tools to conduct research 

worldwide for its Fortune 100 clients, they are now releasing the Q-Oasis survey research platform to 

its clients in a cloud-based, self-service offering. Socratic has begun accepting requests for its closed 

Beta program (www.Q-Oasis.com). 

"Socratic has long recognized that our research savvy clients need a professional self-service tool that 

allows for straightforward survey creation, complex logical control typical of a sophisticated survey tool, 

seamless integration to their own customers or desired target audiences, and immediate access to 

dashboard quality results" said Michael Gray, President of Socratic Technologies, Inc.  "Our clients do 

not always have the need for Socratic's full service consultative support. Often they are in need of both 

quick turn-around yet high quality research, but haven't the budget or time available to carry it out with 

a full service firm. Prior to Q-Oasis the only options available have been low-level DIY solutions with 

highly limited functionality for serious research and typically very unprofessional look and feel. Q-Oasis 

fills that need by providing a feature rich professional survey platform." 

Q-Oasis users will have access to create professionally functional online surveys for free with no 

arbitrary limits on the number of questions, responses, or respondents.

"Clients will finally have the ability to execute the research they need, when they need it, at a quality 

standard that is expected from their customers, and all at no hit to their annual budgets," continued 

Gray.
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The Q-Oasis platform interface is a fully responsive design that automatically optimizes for desktop, 

tablet, or mobile devices depending on what the respondent is using. More complex than other free 

providers, the platform supports complex logical control, delivers seamless integration, and provides 

immediate access to dashboard quality results. When desired our clients can upgrade specific survey 

questions to add gamified functionality and engage users using drag & drop card sorts for rating, 

ranking, allocation, deconstruction, or categorization. Additionally, even more robust tools like the 

Socratic Concept Highlighter™ or Socratic CollageBuilder™ are also available.

In addition to the ability to drop in gamified tools, when clients need specific, high-level but common 

analytical components like Segmentation, Configurator Analysis™, MaxDiff, or other advanced 

multivariate statistical procedures--Socratic's host of seasoned data scientists are available to support 

the design and analysis of these techniques.

Socratic Technologies, Inc. was founded in 1994 by Bill MacElroy and Michael Gray and is 

headquartered in San Francisco. Socratic Technologies is a research-based consultancy that 

combines cutting-edge, practical innovations with strategic support. Their methods are a fusion of the 

best practices of time-tested traditional research and the power of advanced communications 

technology. It is with this combination of skills and expertise that Socratic turn insight into action for our 

clients. Q-Oasis is a wholly owned subsidiary of Socratic Technologies, Inc.  (www.sotech.com) 

Request Beta Invitation today at www.q-oasis.com
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